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t As a part of world Entrepreneurs Day celebrations, the Department of Electronicsand communication Engineering, sri Sairam coilege of Engineering webinar on"Hindrances faced by Entrepreneurs & Sorutions to overcome,,on z3rd August z0z1 at02.00PM through online Zoom platform.

The webinar was Inaugurated by the welcome speech by Dr.T.N. prabakar, Head of\ne department ECE. our beloved Dr.B. shadaksharappa, principal Sri Sairam coilege ofEngineering conveyed the best wishes for organizing such webinars and motivating thestudents of institution in the activities during the pandemic.

The resource person our Alumnus & Entrepreneur Shri. R sandeep singh [bcE,2011 batchl Director, Techmind sorutions p Ltd., Arso Senior Embedded deveroper,
shrivanthe technologies Pvt Ltd. He was very inspiring and it was really feeling delighted
to have been able to be a part of this and try to continue with the wave approach on society
with this positive speech. very interesting delivery. Around sO+participants joined the
session. The important take away of the session was the students learnt about what are all
the challenges faced by entrepreneurs and what are all the problems when starting the'l-'rlsitl€SS' what are the key rules for starting a business and when to start. Taking the

Hample of this pandemic sir conveyed about the now the booming business is the mask
and sanitizer. So, we have to understand what is the type and wen to start the business.
Adding on to the above example Dr.T.N. Prabakar sir also added about how actually the oLA
had started the business and how it developed, now they are starting the company in
Krishnagiri, Tamil Nadu. The information was informative and also the resource person
ettended his support for any budding entrepreneurs.

Our students also conveyed that the program had given an awareness of challenges
faced in entrepreneurship with the required knowledge as needed to the present scenario.
The vote ofthanks to the speaker was given by Prof. Aruna R, Assistant professor, ECE, Sri
Sairam college of Engineering.
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